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Abstract: In the last decade an increased number of digitised and digitally born cultural heritage (CH) content in
the form of texts, images, sound recordings, videos and 3D models can be observed. This material is frequently
disseminated in an incoherent way on various websites. The paper deals with the potential of interactive
television (ITV) for aggregation, integration and presentation of different types of CH content. Based on cloud
computing and HTML5, the ITV upgraded with tools for social communication and compatibility with the other
content management systems (CMS), is becoming a new type of tool for information exchange. Access is
possible via mobile devices like smartphones, tablets, laptops, etc. thus it is not limited to the use of TV sets
(four-screen strategy). The ITV of CH (ITVCH) is not just a medium but also a platform for networking of all
those interested in heritage content. During the Virtual Emona project, archaeological objects and a model of
archaeological site were 3D digitised and published (3D-PDF and metadata) in the Digital Library of Slovenia –
dlib.si; they were soon accessible also through Europeana. In this paper, the special attention is paid to the
further interpretation of Roman Emona (modern-day Ljubljana) on the ITVCH. The e-book on Emona (i-Emona)
including 3D objects from Virtual Emona, is presented. A multimedia e-book can stand alone or it can be one of
the integrated content of the ITVCH. It enables setting and publishing of text, video, image galleries, interactive
HTML5 animations, 3D objects, questionnaires and external frames – therefore it represents a new generation of
presentation tools, intended to content holders with less technical skills to share their content with a wider public.
Multimedia e-book is based on four-screen platform as well.
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1. Introduction
During the last decade, the development of information and communication technology (ICT) and the
support of the European initiatives for digitisation of cultural heritage (CH), have resulted in a large
number of digitized and digitally born content in the form of texts, images, sound recordings, videos
and 3D models. To the general public and professionals this material is frequently disseminated in a
scattered and incoherent way on various websites, mostly in form of digital libraries and collections,
virtual museums and virtual worlds. Access is possible either remotely or on-site at museums
(exhibitions), libraries, archives, schools and research centres. This paper deals with the potential of
the interactive television (ITV) to aggregate and integrate all of the above mentioned types of
heterogeneous CH content, and its dissemination in the easiest way. At the beginning, a short
overview and estimates of the ICT in CH are described. The importance of the interactive TV, smart
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education (serious games etc.), digital heritage (virtual museums etc.), followed by the examples of 3D
digitised heritage performed by our team are highlighted. Comparable projects of other
researchers/institutions are also discussed. Special attention is paid to the further presentation of
Roman Emona (modern-day Ljubljana) on the ITV of CH (ITVCH). Recently, the Virtual Emona
project resulted in 3D archaeological objects and a model of archaeological site in 3D-PDF file format
with metadata to be published in the Digital Library of Slovenia – dlib.si, will be soon accessible also
through Europeana. To provide wider public with contextualised and thought-provoking, as well as
eye-catching 3D digitised artefacts, we decided to publish it in a form of the interactive multimedia ebook as well: it can stand alone or it can be integrated into ITVCH. A working prototype of the e-book
Roman Emona, predecessor of modern-day Ljubljana (i-Emona) is presented in order to show some of
the technical possibilities of this innovative tool that can be used for “non-heritage” content, too.
2. ICT in cultural heritage – short overview and predictions
Nowadays we are witnessing extreme changes in the field of ICT not only in analysis of professionals
but also in our everyday life. David W. Cearley from Gartner explains that our time can be compared
with PC (personal computer) or Internet revolution a few decades ago. One of the recognised changes
in this post-PC era, as he calls it, is a shift to mobile computing. He stresses that mobile is not just a
niche; it has become a fundamental and primary part of our world. Just look around to see how many
people bought a (new) smartphone or a tablet recently. It is estimated that 47% of all adults will own a
smartphone by early 2013 [6, 7].
In addition to media tablets and mobile applications at the Gartner Top 10 Strategic
Technology Trends for 2012, contextual and social experience, the Internet of things, big data, inmemory computing and cloud computing can also be found [9]. Researches on human-computer
interaction (HCI) which leads to a more popularized mobile computing are also prevalent [29]. When
developing new tools and processes for heritage communication it is important to have these
buzzwords in mind.
To identify emerging technologies for their potential impact on education and heritage
interpretation the Horizon Report by The New Media Consortium (NMC) is worth reading. Besides
emerging technologies that are likely to enter mainstream over the period - like mobile centric
applications and media tablets (as Gartner predicted too) – the 2011 Museum Edition Report exposes
that visitors (users) require “more active role in shaping what museums do” and “expect to consume
information whenever and wherever they want.” From technological view, their research indicates that
“Electronic Publishing has fostered both new opportunities and new challenges for museums. New
digital formats such as HTML5 are enabling museums to disseminate dynamic, multimedia content
across a wide variety of devices, alleviating the time and resources it takes to create multiple formats”
[25]. Cloud computing and HTML5 with its new functions for interactive documents already resulted
in increasing number of video and 3D content (real-time and pre-rendered). In the last Cisco Visual
Networking Index predicted that by 2016 the 70% of world’s mobile data traffic would be video [11].
Pre-rendered 3D content (animation, etc.) could also be included into video category. For non-mobile
data traffic numbers are similar. Since HTML5 (now also WebGL) doesn’t require installation of
special viewers for opening and interacting with real-time 3D content, easier access to multimedia
content will undoubtedly affect their popularization, especially between less technically versed users.
In cloud computing software and data are stored on servers at remote location accessible by the
Internet instead on end-users computer. This concept enables better performance (faster running
programs, more data can be stored, etc.) and service of applications. All of the content can be
automatically updated, since it is dynamically loaded from the server. Offline versions are also
available for non-connected devices. In CH sector results can already be seen in increased number of
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interactive 3D and video content published on the Internet. Some examples are: virtual museums and
exhibitions (The ARQVA Virtual Museum, Etruscanning Project, Zoran Djindjic Virtual Museum,
Digital Irish Lighthouse Experience, Empire Exhibition Scotland 1938), virtual worlds (Heritage Key,
ST.ART), augmented reality applications (Streetmuseum Londinium, Berlin Wall 3D for Layar),
serious games (Quest History, ThIATRO, Medieval Dublin: From Vikings to Tudors), etc.

3. Interactive television
Research [43] indicates that ITV (based on the over-the-top – OTT technologies; OTT TV or Internet
TV allows users to interact with a content that is available over the internet and not delivered by
traditional TV operators) with added tools for social communication and compatibility with other
content management systems (CMS) is becoming a new type of tool for information exchange. In
many cases (organization websites) the ITV is slowly replacing standard websites that were until now
mostly based on texts and images. It is usually quoted that ITV provides a better comfort at watching
TV and an interactivity and personalization of the Internet. Therefore, beside general public it is
becoming also attractive for elderly, children and other more vulnerable groups with difficulties to
interact with ordinary websites. Access to content on the ITV is possible via mobile devices like
smartphones, tablets, laptops, etc. and is not limited to the use of TV sets. This concept became known
as four-screen strategy. ITV has already been used in health care (telemedicine), hospitality (hotels,
events), live sports (multiple camera angles), entertainment (reality shows, interactive polling), social
communication (social TV), etc. See also: Artoteka Project [13], The10th Slovenian Forum on Craft
and Small Business [10], Conventa TV [12], etc. iTV is not just a flash in the pan – this is evident
from ICT leaders strategies: Apple launched the Apple TV and its competitor Google their own
Google TV. Due to their impact on the market, the internet TV BBC iPlayer and recently launched
platform Zeebox can be mentioned as well [45]. All of them are regularly integrating further
interactivity into their services.

3.1 Interactive television of cultural heritage - ITVCH
ITV of cultural heritage (ITVCH) is not only a medium for providing information on heritage – it is
primarily a forum for sharing knowledge (like the concept of modern museum) and a platform for
networking all those interested in heritage content (Picture 1). On one hand, ITVCH is intended for
teaching/learning, gaining new knowledge, and on the other it provides quality leisure and animation
of (potential) users visiting museums and monuments in situ. In addition to ordinary digitised content,
ITVCH enables aggregating all CH material like traditional CH TV channels, augmented reality (AR)
components and video presentations (live studio) of CH institutions. Through social networking,
users/visitors can publish their own content. Therefore, the ideas behind the ITVCH that we propose
are (1) interconnection of all digital and digitised heritage content, regardless of their heterogeneity,
(2) dissemination of the content to the users in the easiest way regardless of which type of the media
they use and regardless of their location, (3) subsequently to establish communication between all
users and providers of the content, which in turn enables the spread of knowledge.
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Picture 1: Interactive television.

4. Multimedia e-book
As we already mentioned, the ITV integrates different types of content. Interactive multimedia e-book
can also be a part of ITV content; however it can exist as an independent app, too.
Origin of interactive multimedia e-books (and e-textbooks) arises from several concepts, such
as distant learning and smart education. Smart classrooms and similar applications have been in use
for some time [34]. Research of the Internet based education is focused especially on new paradigm of
acquisition and sharing of knowledge instead of copying traditional teaching/learning methods.
Therefore, experience, interactivity and multimedia are now appropriate key words.
In January 2012, Apple launched iBook Author. The application for digital publishing is
designed for less technically skilled users wishing to share their content. Similar idea to develop tool
for assemble and present combination of various multimedia content in a form of an e-book was
proposed by the Immersive Education Initiative (iED) [22, 26]. One of the ten focus areas described in
iED Talking Points was “Design and develop Web3D Books” [22]. The iED is mainly focused on 3D
immersive worlds, serious games and virtual reality applications; however the e-book they have
suggested, also comprises text, imagery and audio to gain full learning/teaching experience.
For the CH institutions e-books are applicable as a prominent interpretation and
communication tool. Owing to four-screen technology, content can be accessed from a user’s device
or via devices installed on exhibitions. Not just TV sets and PC terminals, tablet computers housed in
a protective enclosure as interactive kiosks are integrated in various museum exhibitions worldwide
[37] as well. Some institutions offer smartphones as multimedia guides (instead of old-fashioned audio
guides) and visitors can use them to enrich their exhibition visit. Increase in numbers of smartphone
and tablet users is especially significant for in situ interpretation of monuments and sites since no
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museum/heritage staff is needed to lend interpretation devices to the visitors. In this case, user can
download (via QR code, etc.) an e-book on his/her device by her/himself.

5. E-book of Roman Emona
To contextualise the 3D digitised artefacts from the Virtual Emona project, we decided to integrate its
content into a multimedia e-book, which Mediainteractive company is developing at the time.
Simultaneously, Emonian content represents the first “testing content” of this e-book.
An e-book is a tool that enables setting and publishing of text, video, image galleries, dynamic
3D objects, questionnaires, external frames (linked maps, virtual museums and worlds, etc.).
Additional contents, either on the same topic or related to different scopes (medicine, primary school
curriculum, etc.) can be assembled or published, too. Apple iBook Author represents a new generation
of presentation tools, developed for content holders to share their content with a wider public. In the
field of cultural heritage, users of this tool are museum educators, heritage interpreters, teachers, etc.
As a pilot project, a prototype of e-book on Roman Emona (as a product with content) has been made.
Mediainteractive plans to develop a tool (software) with basic templates similar to other CMS
(webpage and blog editors, e-mail etc.) for assembling an e-book to enable less technically skilled
people to insert, assemble and publish their own content. Basic HTML skills will still be required.
Multimedia e-book as well follow four-screen concept and can be accessed on-line (remotely via the
Internet) or off-line (stored as an app on a device or on a DVD etc.). E-book can be part of ITV (or
ITVCH) or a standalone application.

5.1 3D collection of Emonian objects published in the Digital Library of Slovenia – dlib.si
In autumn 2009, the National and University Library of Slovenia (NUK) became the national
aggregator of cultural e-content for Europeana. In an effort to examine the usability of 3D content, a
pilot project named Virtual Emona initiated by NUK was launched. Between 2009 and 2010, during
the run of project, our group 3D digitised 13 (the14th object was digitised previously by TECOS)
objects found at archaeological site of the NUK II, and its model in the scale of 1: 50. Archaeological
objects are kept by the Museum and Galleries of Ljubljana (MGML), scale model was kept by NUK
until May 2012, from May 2012 is kept by the Museum and Galleries of Ljubljana. The 3D
digitisation was provided by company IB-PROCADD [1, 2].
During the Roman period, there were private houses and public baths in the area of the new
Library building, called NUK II. It will be built above the archaeological site. Archaeological
presentation in situ is also planned. Until then, a virtual presentation of several objects found is
publicly available as a 3D collection in the Digital Library of Slovenia – dlib.si. Objects in 3D-PDF
file format with metadata are published on the dlib.si, and will soon be accessible through Europeana.
Already during the Virtual Emona project we planned to create a virtual exhibition of Emona, which
could provide a wider context for 3D digitised objects, making them more understandable for a wider
public [1]. It was the reason that the idea of an e-book on Emona arose.
More than 3,000 unique searches by the key words “virtual” and “Emona” were made in a sixmonth period (September 2010 – March 2011) [19]. Objects of Virtual Emona have been the top 10
searches since their publishing. The very good response of end users led us to go further with our idea,
following the newest technological development and end users’ needs. The goal was that i-Emona
would reach all types of end users – from primary school pupils to elderly population, since an e-book
can be seen and read on a PC, mobile devices and on TV.
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5.2 The i-Emona - the e-book of the Roman Emona, predecessor of modern-day Ljubljana
A working prototype of the i-Emona, the e-book of the Roman Emona, predecessor of modern-day
Ljubljana comprises different chapters that can be assessed linearly (horizontal and/or vertical) or nonlinearly (hyperlinked). On touch-screen devices pages are turned by sliding. On other devices
browsing is possible with keyboard, mouse, remote control, etc. To attract potential users, the i-Emona
starts with coloured front cover (Picture 2) similar to traditional books. The next page contains Table
of Contents which can also be accessed from anywhere in the book by double clicking anywhere, and
then Table of Contents is sliding up from the bottom. All titles are linked to a chapter. Text of each
chapter can be vertically longer than just one screen. The content is divided into different pages
(Picture 3) that link Emona with Roman Empire, describing the place and epoch of its existence. In
order to provide the historical context, the interactive timeline explains different eras to the user
(Picture 4). Basic characteristics of a planned Roman town, such as walls with towers, moats, roads,
insulae (building blocks) and forum (main square) are described through an interactive map and short
text.

Picture 2 and 3: The e-book of the Roman Emona, predecessor of the modern Ljubljana.
Then, archaeological site NUK II is brought into focus. Some archaeological objects that were 3D
digitised during the Virtual Emona project are explained: both in a context of NUK II site (i.e. what
archaeologists found there) and in a context of Roman town Emona (i.e. how Emonians used those
objects in their everyday life, etc.). Artefacts are interpreted using photos, 3D models and short
descriptions. At the end of education material, user can test hers/his knowledge on an e-book topic
through an interactive questionnaire. It is possible that submitted answers are available to museum
educators or teachers similar to Moodle platform [31]. Questions can be adapted to particular user
groups. Here is an example of a question connected with 3D model of an artefact: “What is the sum of
opposing sides on a Roman dice found at the archaeological site NUK II?” To find a correct answer,
user has to manipulate the interactive model of the dice and do some basic math (Picture 5). An
answer could also be gained from multiple images or video that show dice from all sides, but
interaction with 3D model makes the experience richer for the user, thus supposedly improving the
learning process.
The e-book is capable of live streaming video and audio to a device, so it’s possible to follow
conference live talks and discussions, guided exhibition tours, etc. remotely in a real-time directly in
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the content. For video capturing, no special camera is required – the performance can be done by
smartphone camera. Adaptive streaming enables to follow video content on multiple screens (fourscreen). Social communication tools (Twitter, Facebook, etc.) integrated into e-book enable user to
send questions to the speaker during the session. It is also possible to upload video and audio content
into the e-book. I-Emona now contains some short videos from most interesting Emonian sites shared
by test users. At the same time, other e-book users can comment uploaded videos. It is important to
emphasise that our concept of multimedia e-book provides user with a learning tool that is designed
for constant changing and upgrading. Thus, e-book is “never the same” as traditional non-dynamic ebooks.
The I-Emona has been prepared according to the Baselines for the Preparation of Electronic
Textbooks, The National Education Institute of the Republic of Slovenia in 2011 [27].

Picture 4: An interactive timeline. Picture 5: An interactive 3D model of Roman dice.

6. Conclusions and further work
For the time being, the working prototype multimedia e-book of the Roman Emona, predecessor of
modern Ljubljana has been developed and presented in this paper. Further work on this project is
directed into technology development on one hand, and content development on the other. Thus, CMS
tool for assembling and publishing content into e-book is under development. Some templates to help
users (content providers) arranging texts, pictures, videos and other multimedia will also be provided.
Due to cloud computing and HTML 5 inserting and publishing of the content including 3D models and
other dynamic material will be possible directly in the Internet browser (Firefox, Chrome, etc.).
It is also planned to expand the content on Roman Emona with suitable material aiming to
provide in-depth learning tool for those interested in this ancient city. The I-Emona can be used by
museum and sites visitors, students, tourists and others. We would also like to make this e-book
connected (via small QR – quick response codes) with the most exciting locations of remains of
Emona in modern Ljubljana. Users that have i-Emona on their devices, will be able to enjoy a selfpaced tour around Ljubljana and to visit Emona’s heritage in situ. To enable this, the content of the ebook will be georeferenced. 2D or 3D AR content could also be provided, accessed by a user’s mobile
device. In short, there is many possibilities regarding both technology and content improvements.
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The aim of our paper is to point out some of the technical possibilities of this tool and to
stimulate content providers, especially CH institutions with the aim to integrate new ICT solutions into
their work, to improve communication with users and to offer new experiences for them. We can agree
with the Horizon Report that “Greater understanding is needed of the relationships, differences, and
synergies between technologies intended to be used within the museum and public-facing technology
such as websites, social media, and mobile apps” [25]. However, CH and educational institutions
should be aware that their public expects from them to use ICT in the similar way they (users) use it
for communicating with other media, friends, family, etc.
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